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1 Introduction 
 
This report summarizes the discussions during the CEDREN workshop ‘Perspectives on hydropower’s role 
to balance non-regulated renewable power production in Northern Europe’, which was hosted by Statkraft 
Markets GmbH in Düsseldorf, Germany, 15-16 December 2010.  
 
The purpose of the workshop was to gather important actors that are and will be involved in the future 
decision making process in Norway and Germany and to discuss opportunities and challenges in the 
development of new hydropower capacities in Norway to cover the need for balancing non-regulated 
renewable power production in Northern Europe. 
 
The discussions during the workshop confirmed that Norwegian hydropower can play an important role 
towards achieving a European and German renewable electricity future.  
 
However, the debate showed that the German and Norwegian central actors have still to discuss how large 
the need for balancing power is, when the development should take place and how the benefits of a future 
based on RES (Renewable Energy Sources) should be shared between countries and across the value chain 
(generation-transmission-end users). 
 
The report is organized as in the following. The next chapters present the main issues discussed during the 
workshop: 
- The German electricity market: facts, figures and challenges. 
- Estimating the future need, in Europe, for Norwegian balancing power. 
- Conditions for large scale development of Norwegian balancing hydropower. 
 
The last chapter gives a short summary of discussions. All workshop presentations are included as 
Appendices. 
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2 Facts, figures, challenges  
 

2.1 Trends for the electricity generation mix in Germany 
In 2009 the RES in Germany accounted for 93,5 TWh, which corresponds to 16 % total German electricity 
consumption.  
 

 
 

Figure 1 German electricity production by source (TWh) (see Appendix 2) 

 
Wind and solar are among the fastest developing renewable energy sources. Partial figures presented at the 
workshop indicate that 16 GW of Photovoltaic generation units have been installed in Germany before 
October 2010 (while the total increase is expected to be 17-20 GW at the end of 2010). 
 
There are also many plans for building offshore wind farms in Germany – however the future amount is 
highly uncertain as shown in Figure 2. Wind power capacities are concentrated in North and East Germany, 
far from the main load centers in the South. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 German offshore wind farm development (MW) (see Appendix 2) 
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In addition, 1300 MW new gas fired units were built in 2010 and over 5000 MW new coal fired units (lignite 
and coal) are expected to be installed in 2011, as shown in Appendix 2. 
 
When talking about the future generation mix, the utilities present at the workshop referred to the DENA I 
and II studies, written by a consortium of authors involving German utilities and research institutes under the 
coordination of the Deutsche Energie - Agentur GmbH (DENA) - the German Energy Agency. The second 
study, DENA Grid Study II, assumes up to 39% renewable share in 2020. 
 
Several other scenarios proposed by German research institutes have been discussed during the workshop 
and are presented in Section 3.1. 
 

2.2 Transmission and distribution grids in Germany 
Two German utilities owning TSOs were presented in the workshop: EnBW AG and 50Hertz Transmission 
(see their presentations in Appendices 4 and 11). They gave a good overview of the challenges German 
TSO’s face in the (near) future with respect to integrating large shares of RES into the existing network.  
 
The first clear message they brought forward is that the German transmission and distribution grids are 
already under ‘pressure’. A major challenge for the (entire) German system is the lack of transmission 
capacity to transport the wind power (rapidly increasing) in the North and East to the main load centers in the 
South. This situation has been difficult for the market in certain periods (negative prices – see presentation, 
in Appendix 11). 
 
Another challenge (this time also for the distribution systems) is the rapid increase in the number/capacity of 
new Photovoltaic (PV) units, mostly in the South of Germany – the PV capacity is expected to reach 50-70 
GW by 2020. 
 
In the Grid Study II, the Deutsche Energie-Agentur GmbH (DENA) - the German Energy Agency - has 
investigated how Germany's power system must be expanded and optimized over the period to 2020/25 in 
order to integrate up to 39% renewable share. The study indicates that for the basic scenario, the need for 
construction of additional transmission grid is of 3400-3600 (even up to 4000) km of new lines.  
 
However, all utility representatives present in the workshop indicated that new transmission (and 
distribution) lines are difficult to build due to low social and political acceptability. For example, 50Hertz 
Transmission (having its main activity in East Germany) will need to invest in approx. 1500 km of new lines 
(of which only 90 km are built!) in order to integrate new wind power plants, onshore and offshore. This will 
be needed for a full integration of renewable energy sources in the future (see Appendix 11). 
 
There is no doubt that a large increase in renewable power supply (in Germany) requires major investments 
in the transmission system inside Germany and a considerable increase of interconnection capacity with the 
neighboring countries. The question is whether the German society is willing to accept and pay for 
infrastructure development in order to enjoy such a large share of renewable generation. 
  

  

http://www.dena.de/en/topics/energy-systems/projects/projekt/grid-study-ii
http://www.dena.de/en/topics/energy-systems/projects/projekt/grid-study-ii
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2.3 The electricity market  
A clear signal during the workshop was that the electricity market (structure and rules) must change in order 
to allow for a large scale renewable generation trading. For example, A.S. Estermann from 50Hertz 
Transmission signalizes that there is a need for a special tendering scheme for marketing RES – outside of 
the ‘classical’ market structure. 
 
Market transparency is a key issue and in this respect the greatest challenge is to make German market 
participants to understand the impact of RES on the markets and new flexibility demands. 
 
The utilities present in the workshop have commented both the negative and positive influence RES 
generation already has on the market price.  
 
A positive aspect is that a large share of PV generation mitigated the volatile behaviour of wind production 
thus decreasing the peak-load prices and reducing the frequency of ‘negative prices’, on periods. The 
example presented by Stefan Jörg Göbel from Statkraft Markets GmbH  (see figure 3 and Appendix 2) shows 
that solar and wind production averaged 6,7 GW during peak hours during two summer months, in Germany.  
 

 
 

Figure 3 Impact of solar (PV) and wind generation on German spot price 

Another aspect is that the increase RES share in Germany’s electricity generation influences the trading 
possibilities of conventional fuel (gas) plants (see Appendix 2). Significant RES generation may require 
specific conventional generation units to shut down – so the existing gas fleet is expected to be less utilized 
(in terms of hours/day of production). Conventional generation units have relative long start-up times and 
high start up costs which make their operation more difficult to plan and utilization suboptimal (and more 
costly) when there is a need for back up RES variations on short term. 
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3 Estimating the need for Norwegian balancing power, in Europe 

3.1 Contribution to Germany’s 100% renewable electricity future 
Electricity generation is a key area of Germany’s energy and climate policies and the German government is 
currently in the process of developing an energy concept that will form the basis for its future energy 
policies. The main issues discussed in the workshop were how large the share of RES (wind and PV) in the 
German electricity supply will be in the future and how this can be achieved. A large scale RES generation 
requires solutions for back-up power and energy storage to compensate for the variability in wind and PV. In 
this respect several storage technologies have been discussed: pumped hydro storage systems, compressed 
air energy storage (in salt caverns), hydrogen storage, batteries. 
 
Several state and research institutions in Germany are working with the development of scenarios that will 
give the background for future energy strategies. During the workshop, several scenario studies have been 
discussed. The remaining of this chapter will present the main findings of these studies, with focus on the 
estimated need for balancing power from Norway. 
 
First, the DENA Grid studies I and II where often used as references in the presentations of the German 
utilities representatives (Statkraft Markets GmbH , EnBW AG and  50Hertz Transmission). These studies 
were developed by a consortium of authors involving German utilities and research institutes under the 
coordination of the Deutsche Energie - Agentur GmbH (DENA) - the German Energy Agency. 
 
Both studies investigate the extension needed in the German electricity transmission grids in order to be able 
to integrate renewable sources. The results consist in specifications of power line-specific grid enhancement 
measures and extension requirements. The two studies are built on different assumptions regarding the share 
of RES and the time horizon for the analysis. The DENA Grid study II builds upon the assumptions made in 
the first study. The results advise that in order to fully integrate a 39% share of RES (mainly wind and PV) 
into the German power grid by 2020 (2025) there is a need for 3400-3600 km new transmission lines 
(assuming also, different storage and demand side options). These studies take into consideration a limited 
transmission capacity with other countries and some possibilities to use pumped hydropower in South 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland (in which case they will need over 4200 km of new transmission lines). 
These studies include no reference to power balancing possibilities with Norway. Future DENA studies will 
look at possibilities for a 50% share of RES by 2030 and they will include an evaluation of storage capacities 
in the Alps and Scandinavian counties. 
 
During the workshop two research groups in Germany presented the results of several scenario studies they 
have been involved in. All these studies look at the possibilities to achieve 100% renewable electricity 
supply in Europe and Germany, within different time frames.  
 
Amany von Oehsen from Fraunhofer IWES presented the result of two studies (Appendix 7). 
The first study, coordinated by SIEMENS, looks at scenarios for large scale integration of wind and solar PV 
Energy in Europe (Requirements for transmission and storage). The results show that in order to achieve 
100% renewable energy supply in Europe (by 2050) there is a need for: 

- very large transport capacities between countries 
- very large storage capacity, 190 GW  
- deployment of different RES must be coordinated in Europe to reduce fluctuations, power losses and 

storage capacity. 
 
The second study, coordinated by the German Federal Ministry of Environment, looks at possibilities for 
Germany to have 100% renewable electricity supply by 2050. This share will be fulfilled by approximately 
62% wind, 18,6% PV, 14,4 % other RES and 5% import (see Appendix 7). The study concludes that 100% 
renewable electricity in Germany is technically possible provided that: 
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- the electricity demand in Germany will decrease considerable, from 800 TWh down to 105 
TWh/year (see Appendix 7) 

- a large amount of balancing power and large storage capacity is available  (and, in principle, this can 
be achieved only through underground storage of hydrogen or methane, in Germany).  

 
The presentation did not include any reference to balancing needs/possibilities from Norway. 
 
The last study was presented by Prof. Olav Hohmeyer from University of Flensburg (Appendix 9 and [1]). 
The study details scenarios for a climate friendly, reliable, affordable 100% renewable electricity supply in 
Germany by 2050, and is developed by the SRU – The German Advisory Council on the Environment.  
 
Some of the findings of this study are: 

- 100% renewable electricity supply in Germany and Europe is possible and the cheapest way to get 
this is through  inter-regional cooperation: Germany-Denmark-Norway or Europe- North Africa  

- The scenarios oriented towards using the potential for pumped storage in Norway (and Scandinavia)  
assume a 15% exchange of the total German energy output (of ca.509 - 700 TWh/yr) with 
Scandinavia and predict a need for balancing power of about 50 GW and an extension of the 
transmission capacity between Germany and Norway by 2050 to around 42 GW - 69 GW 
(depending on the evolution of the German electricity demand). 

- The scenarios focused on the larger Europe-North African region, predict an increase in transmission 
capacity between Norway and Denmark of about 115,7 GW and a total of approx. 200 GW 
transmission capacity out of Norway, as illustrated in Figure 4 . 

 

   
 

Figure 4 The necessary (max) grid capacities in 2050 (Appendix 9 and [1]). 
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3.2 Other countries interested in exploiting the hydropower potential in Norway … 
Germany is not the only country interested in collaborating and using the Norwegian hydropower potential – 
see Appendix 13 for an overview of the pan-European initiatives concerning this matter. 
 
A report from 2010 made by two consultant companies (Sinclair Knight Merz-SKM, and Deloitte) [2] for the 
UK Department for Energy and Climate Change, investigates opportunities for developing joint projects with 
neighboring countries which will allow Great Britain to meet its renewable and carbon targets. The results of 
a simple CBA (cost-benefit) analysis indicate that interconnection with Norway (onshore to onshore direct 
connection) offers the highest economic benefit and the lowest cost from an investor perspective (in the UK 
interconnection construction is undertaken by private companies whose investment decisions is based upon 
an assessment of the costs and revenues from the project).  
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4 Conditions for the development of large scale balancing hydropower capacities in Norway 
 
Theoretically, Norway has a very large hydro energy storage capacity – half of the total European storage 
capacity – according to some sources [4]. The question is how much of this potential can be developed and 
what would be the conditions that will allow such development. 

4.1 The ‘balancing’ potential of Norway 
Most of Norway’s approximately 370 storage hydroelectric power stations comprise multi-reservoir systems 
whose various lakes are often interconnected by underground tunnels and pressure shafts. Such systems can 
theoretically be converted to pumped storage systems at relatively low cost. However to obtain 50 GW or 
more of balancing power, the turbine capacity in Norwegian power plants (currently 29,6 GW) will have to 
be expanded, in addition to stepping up the pumping capacity. This implies the construction of additional 
inflow tunnels, pressure shafts, pumps and turbines whose realization would require rather long term 
planning. In this respect, Bjarne Børresen (see Appendix 12) from Energy Norway gave a brief presentation 
of a joint (industry and research) project for the realization of a pump storage demonstration and pilot plant. 
 
A study of the balancing potential in the Southern part of Norway was presented by Jon Ulrik Haaheim from 
Statkraft Energy (see Appendix 10). The study concludes that there are significant possibilities for capacity 
increase and pumped storage plants. For example, at specific reservoirs in South of Norway, the short term 
potential for 1 day pumping may reach 85 GW (assuming a 0,5 m/hour reduction in reservoir level), 30 GW 
for 5 days pumping and 2,6 GW for 60 days pumping – see Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Technical potential for pumping in Southern Norway (Appendix 10) 

 
 

Statkraft will continue to analyze the possibilities for capacity increase in pumping and storage all over 
Norway considering: the theoretical technical potential, market aspects, legal issues, environmental 
consequences, business models that will allow the exchange of balancing power. 

4.2 Necessary transmission capacity 
Large scale use of balancing power from Norway will require a significant increase of the transmission 
capacity out of Norway.  
 
While the German scenarios predict a need for transmission capacity out of Norway between 42 GW and 200 
GW, other studies focused on the short and medium term benefit of new interconnectors which would ensure 
the transition to large scale transmission investments. 
 
The study made by Thema Consulting and Pöyry and presented by Arndt von Schemde (see Appendix 5) is 
based on the expectation that there will be a substantial power surplus in the Nordic countries (towards 
2020). 
 
With the expected power surplus, Nordic electricity prices will be lower than electricity prices on the 
Continent, even if the interconnector capacity will increase substantially between the Nordic countries and 
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the rest of Europe. The study presents estimates of the economics of interconnectors which indicate that the 
projects generate a positive social surplus.  
 
In all scenarios the interconnectors generate revenues above the capital and operational costs of the 
interconnectors as long as there will be a price difference between the markets. Regarding the investment 
costs in the internal grid, the profits are estimated to be higher than the associated investment costs. 
 
The transmission capacities considered in different scenarios vary from 7,7 GW (scenario assuming 
stagnation in both generation investments and demand) to 12,4 GW (in the scenario assuming ‘green 
growth’- economic development and large increase in RES in the Nordic region) [3]. The overall 
profitability of these interconnectors will decrease as their number will increase. 

4.3 Market design and regulatory challenges 
During the workshop, the participants agreed that there is a regulatory and market challenge to optimise 
flexibility mix.  
 
Further market development is decisive if optimization of hydropower in Northern Europe is to take place. A 
stepwise development of market design is preferable, while still preserving elements of existing market 
structures; communicating a ‘double/complex agenda’ - see (Appendix 6). There will also be a need for 
market coupling within the EU area through German TSO cooperation (vs. Nordic countries) and to impose a 
uniform market design (currently, there are different market designs, nationally).  
 
Regarding the trading of ‘balancing’ and flexibility, it is expected that the spot market continues to be 
dominant and the intraday market will develop further. The ancillary services market will have to be 
developed and harmonized across countries. The present ERGEG guidelines allow allocation of ancillary 
services at different time frames. The Danish energy authorities allow exchange of ancillary services, but a 
re-evaluation of this arrangement will be made (Appendix 6). 

4.4 Political and social commitment 
It was clear for all participants in the workshop that a future electricity supply based on renewable energy 
sources cannot be realized without political and social support, nationally and internationally. 
 
The main long-term driver behind the development of the power system will always be to maximize the 
value of electricity consumption to society. Society involvement will be a crucial parameter in any political 
decision (on short and long-term) that will enable full scale use of renewable energy resources. The speakers 
gave examples how low social acceptance pose difficulties for building new hydro power plants and 
transmission grids in Norway and transmission infrastructure in Germany. 
 
The current EU decision-making structure was discussed by Audun Ruud from SINTEF Energy Research 
(see Appendix 3). The EU energy policy decisions are fully dependent on national implementation. On the 
other hand, the EU has no authority vis-à-vis deciding the composition of the energy mix nationally, but has 
some influence, indirectly, by setting for instance targets for renewable energy.  
Inter-governmental agreements and an even benefit sharing among countries and across the ‘value chain’: 
generation, transmission and end-users, are essential.  
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5 Discussion  
The workshop concluded that Norwegian hydropower may play a very important role in the future European 
energy supply. Large capacities for balancing power are desired by German scenario makers and possible to 
achieve according to the largest power producer in Norway (Statkraft).  
 
However, this can only be possible if the right political decisions are made and accepted by the energy 
industry partners and citizens in both countries. When addressing the issue at a high political level, it should 
be presented as a ‘(renewable) package’ with a coherent business case explaining the sharing of 
profits/benefits nationally, and across the value chain. 100 % renewable electricity supply in Germany is 
possible by 2050, and Norwegian supply of balancing services is the cheapest and most secure solution. 
 
A question raised is what would be the way to move forward on short term, i.e. either to move forward 
bilaterally (Germany and Norway/Scandinavia) or wait for EU to create the conditions (political, legal, etc.) 
for such collaboration. 
 
However, technically, in order to achieve a very lager share of RES in Germany there is a need for rapid and 
substantial investments in the transmission infrastructure both inland and with the neighboring countries. 
 
Most German industry representatives expressed their doubts regarding the achievement of 100% RES in 
Germany, however they agree that the country is moving in this direction, but that RES development will be 
enabled mostly by available storage possibilities in Germany. In fact there is more flexibility in the German 
system than previously expected (see all estimation for different energy storage technologies, as alternatives 
to Norwegian balancing power). They added that major changes in the German (North sea) price formation 
will have an important impact on Germany’s economy and on other countries (although not part of the 
bilateral discussions). 
 
From Norway’s perspective, simply put, balancing capacity can be developed only if there is a 
German/European ‘customer’ to ‘buy it’. However, even if there will be a ‘buyer’, the next barrier to new 
infrastructure projects will be the difficulty to attain public acceptance/social consensus (see Sima - 
Samnanger case). To overcome this, the society must ‘feel’ that it is contributing to something important and 
that it is getting something back (for example, the costs for the Norwegian society can be given back though 
reduced taxes). Moreover, all environmental impacts have to be accounted for locally, as well as in a 
European perspective. 
 
For investors in Norwegian balancing power it is important that long-term political and economic 
agreements (through TSO’s ) are made and that markets will be re-constructed in order to allow for large 
scale trading of RES. This is in addition to complying with the environmental and social requirements. 
 
For investors in transmission capacity the most important is the timing when the cables will be built: new 
North Sea transmission sea cables are only ‘marginally’ profitable. On short term, a ‘good’ payback is 
expected in cable investments, due to price differences between Norway and the EU. However, at the 
beginning, up tot a certain capacity, cables investments may be higher than investments in new pumped 
storage capacities. 
 
Interconnectors have thus to be planned in a more coordinated manner (financing, prices, time scale): for 
example in order to be able to use 20 GW of balancing capacity there will be a need of approximately 28 
cables (see also Appendix 14). It is likely that bilateral cooperation (following the experience with the 
existing interconnectors) will work better than multi-national initiatives. A suggestion was also to look at the 
parallel gas sector and experiences with (multi-national) infrastructure investments (Ruhrgas).  
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Policy and society: How 
to reconcile energy and 
the environment?the environment?

Birds and wind turbines

8HydroPEAK



9BirdWind 9 10OPTIPOL 
Power lines and wildlife

10

– Power lines and wildlife

►Improved planning tools►Improved planning tools
►Reduce conflicts

11

GOVREP
GOVernance for Renewable Electricity Production

How to reconcile environmental- and energy policy concerns?

Enabling a more effective realization of both energy- and 
environmental objectives as agreed upon by the Parliament

12Environmental impacts of rapid and 
frequent flow changesfrequent flow changes

Knowledge about how, when and where rapid variations in power production 
may be done with acceptable impacts on the ecosystem.may be done with acceptable impacts on the ecosystem. 

Physical processes Biological processes Mitigation
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EnviDORR

Increased power and salmon productionIncreased power and salmon production 
with Environmentally Designed 
Operation of Regulated Rivers 

D t tDemonstrate 
in demo rivers

14

In situ study Laboratory Model simulation
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D
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Norway’s role in Europe?Norway s role in Europe?
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HydroPEAK scenario studyHydroPEAK scenario study

► Hydropower development in► Hydropower development in 
Norway to cover peaking and load 
balancing needs in a European 
system with increasing use of non-system with increasing use of non
regulated renewables

► Scenario frame ork for f rther► Scenario framework for further 
studies in CEDREN/HydroPeak
 Policy

M k d Marked
 Transmission
 Generation
 Environment

19

Scenarios
►Small scale export/import

 Workers’ union and industry argument Grey battery
 Prices for end users?

►Large scale balancing

y y

Green battery

►Large scale balancing
 Climate change and need for 

renewable energy
 Demand from EU policy?

►Most probable in between? Blue battery

Brown battery ?

►Most probable – in between?
 20 GW capacity by 2030 ?
 Large installations parallell to existing

Blue battery

Large installations parallell to existing
- No new reservoirs or dams
- Reinforcements of the grid

20

Scenario 20 GW in 2030

► 10 GW of balance capacity for► 10 GW of balance capacity for 
export in 2020 and 20 GW in 2030

► Ch ll d f ibl /► Challenges and feasible measures/ 
solutions regarding
 political and public support
 long term agreements and 

collaboration (EU, TSOs, etc.)
 funding

b l i b fit /di d t balancing benefits/disadvantages 
between domestic ‘stakeholders’

 planning and construction capacity
environmental design environmental design

 marked design
 concession processes
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20102010 20202020 20302030Scenario Scenario 
2020 GW in 2030GW in 2030

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2020

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2020

Policy headlinesPolicy headlines

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2030

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2030
PolicyPolicy

Present market 
situation

Present market 
situation

Relevant market 
developments

Relevant market 
developmentsMarketMarket Relevant market 

developments

Existing 
transmission 

Existing 
transmission 

New 
transmission

New 
transmission

New 
transmission 

New 
transmission TransmissionTransmission

Total capacityTotal capacity

capacitycapacity

Total capacityTotal capacity Total capacityTotal capacity

transmission 
lines 2030

transmission 
lines 2030lines 2020lines 2020

TransmissionTransmission

Total capacity Total capacity 
Balancing Balancing 
servicesservices

Total capacity Total capacity 
Balancing Balancing 
servicesservices

Total capacity Total capacity 
Balancing Balancing 
servicesservices

GenerationGeneration
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SUSTAINABLE ELECTRICITY GRIDS (SUSGRID)
A d f lti l l l ti d iA need for new multi-level regulation designs

The SUSGRID project will focus on current grid development and howThe SUSGRID project will focus on current grid development and how 
economic, social and environmental concerns can be better integrated

Empirical focus: Norway and the Nordic Region, The UK, Germany

A four year project directly related to the ongoing CEDREN activities 
GOVREP and OPTIPOL

Audun Ruud SINTEF EnergiAudun Ruud, SINTEF Energi

23

Norsk vannkraft som 
batteri for Europa
► Energy storage and support from Norwegian gy g pp g

hydropower reservoirs to Europe
- A new CEDREN project “HydroBattery”

Tema for FoU:

Vision: Norwegian hydro – the green rechargeable battery for Europe

Tema for FoU:
► Marked: Hvordan blir mulige markeder?
► Politikk: Rammer og regelverk i Norge og Europa, RES-direktivet
► Teknologi: Pumpekraftverk, vannveier, overføringslinjer, kabler
► Miljø: Effekter i magasiner og miljøvirkning av nye linjer
► Samfunn: Samfunnsaksept turisme friluftsliv lokalt og nasjonalt► Samfunn: Samfunnsaksept, turisme, friluftsliv, lokalt og nasjonalt
► Utnytte all kompetanse i CEDREN sammen med aktive brukere

Atle Harby SINTEF EnergiAtle Harby, SINTEF Energi

2424

www.cedren.no

Contact: atle.harby@sintef.no
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Statkraft in Germany 
 
Stefan Jörg Göbel, Statkraft Markets GmbH  





STATKRAFT IN GERMANY
AND HOW WE SEE RENEWABLES INTEGRATING 
CURRENTLYCURRENTLY 

DECEMBER 2010DECEMBER 2010

KEY AREAS

Flexible European generation andFlexible European generation and            
market operations

International hydro power

Wind powerWind power

District heating

Regional companiesRegional companies
STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

2

GAS-TO-POWER

Knapsack – Germany
100 % ownership100 % ownership
Installed capacity: 800 MW 

Herdecke – Germany
50 % ownership
Installed capacity: 400 MW

Robert Frank GermanyRobert Frank – Germany
100 % ownership
Installed capacity: 487 MW

Emden – Germany
100 % ownership  
Installed capacity: 452 MW

Kårstø – Norway
50 % ownership         
Installed capacity: 420 MWInstalled capacity: 420 MW

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

OUR GERMAN HYDRO
Head office
OfficesOffices Trondheim Energi

Småkraft
Fjordkraft

Oslo

Stockholm

Skagerak Energi

London
Amsterdam

Brussels

Düsseldorf

B l dBelgrade
Bucharest

Sofia

Tirana

Podgorica

Marbella
4 STATKRAFT IN 

GERMANY



PUMPSTORAGE ERZHAUSEN

Technische Daten

Ausbauleistung elektrisch 220MW
Aufnahmeleistung der

Pumpen 224MW

max. Durchfluß je Turbine 24,8 m3/s
max. Fördermenge je 

Pumpe 18,2 m3/s

max / min Brutto-Fallhöhe 295,82 – 277,56 m, ,

Anzahl der Turbinen 4

Anzahl der Pumpen 4

Drehzahl 428 U/minDrehzahl 428 U/min

Bauart Francis-Spiralturbinen

Speicherkapazität 1035 MWh

Inbetriebnahme 1964

Lage an Leine-Kilometer 29,1 – 31,5

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

220 MW turbines/pumps, 1035 MWh storage
5

TRADING IN EUROPE
> 70 persons

50m EUR risk capital

>30% return on capital>30% return on capital

Active in 25 countries, 
28 borders, 20 
exchanges!

6 STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

RENEWABLE ENERGY IN GERMANY

Renewable energy reached 93.5 TWh production in Wind & solar are among the fastest developingRenewable energy reached 93.5 TWh production in 
2009, equivalent of 16% of total electricity 
consumption.

Wind & solar are among the fastest developing 
renewable energy sources.

Source: BDEW, AG Energiebilanzen e.V.

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

7

EXPECTED ADDITIONS IN GERMANY

1300MW new gas fired capacity was added in 2010. Offshore wind farm is one of the biggest uncertainties1300MW new gas fired capacity was added in 2010. 
(E.ON & RWE). More of coal to come.

Offshore wind farm is one of the biggest uncertainties…

Source: Statkraft.

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

8



IMPACT OF SOLAR & WIND ON SPOT PRICE: 
SUMMER SCENARIO (I)SUMMER SCENARIO (I)

EEX started reporting solar production/forecast since Wind production is much less predictable than solar.EEX started reporting solar production/forecast since 
July 2010. 

Wind production is much less predictable than solar.

Source: EEX, Statkraft.

9 STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

IMPACT OF SOLAR & WIND ON SPOT PRICE: 
SUMMER SCENARIO (II)SUMMER SCENARIO (II)

Wind Solar Wind+SolarWind Solar Wind+Solar

“Volatility” 1.39 0.29 0.47
Solar + wind production averaged 6.7GW during peak 
hours in the past 2 months.

Solar production mitigated volatile behavior of wind 
d ti

Source: EEX, Statkraft.
production.

10 STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

IMPACT OF SOLAR POWER ON SPOT PRICE: 
SUMMER SCENARIOSUMMER SCENARIO

Coal 
(€/GJ)

Gas
(€/GJ) Base Peak Peak/

BBy adding 3.3GW of peak‐load solar production, a simple (€/GJ) (€/GJ) Base

2009 1.95 2.53 35.8 47.1 1.32

2010 2.87 5.22 42.8 52.7 1.23

By adding 3.3GW of peak load solar production, a simple 
stack model shows €8 reduction in peak‐load price.
Actual delivery for the observation period was at €50.8

Source: EEX, Statkraft.

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

11

IMPACT OF WIND & SOLAR ON SPOT PRICE: 
WINTER SCENARIOWINTER SCENARIO

The drop of solar power after short daylight hours Negative price is becoming far less frequent this year.The drop of solar power after short daylight hours 
creates tension in supply‐demand balance for second 
peak of winter times. 

Negative price is becoming far less frequent this year. 

Source: EEX, Statkraft.

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY
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Stefan-Jörg Göbel
H d f T di & O i i tiHead of Trading & Origination
Managing Director
Statkraft Markets GmbH
Niederkasseler Lohweg 175
40547 Düsseldorf. Germany

STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

y
Fon +49 211 60244 124
Mobile +49 163 430 1224
stefan.goebel@statkraft.de
www.statkraft.de

THE STATKRAFT GROUP
Environment-friendly power generation: 56.9 TWh*

Total assets 2009: NOK 144 billion

3 400 employees in more then 20 countries3,400 employees in more then 20 countries

Gross operating revenues 2009: NOK 25,7 billion

EBITDA 2009: NOK 9,8 billion

Net profit 2009: NOK 6,5 billion

*Annual average STATKRAFT IN 
GERMANY

Pa
ge 
14

WITHIN RENEWABLES 
IN EUROPENo. 1

90%
277 POWER AND DISTRICT

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

277 POWER AND DISTRICT 
HEATING PLANTS

35% OF NORWAY’S 
POWER 
GENERATION

3400
EMPLOYEES...

GENERATION 

...IN MORE THAN

20
COUNTRIES
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Realization of energy and climate policies in Europe. What 
works where, when and how  
 
Audun Ruud, SINTEF Energy  





Realization of energy and climate policies in Europe: 

What works where, when and how?

Hydropeak workshop, Düsseldorf

15 December 2010 

Audun Ruud,

Research ManagerResearch Manager,

SINTEF Energy Research,

Policy and governance

Technology for a better society 1

Status in 2010 Status in 2010 
according to EWEA

Technology for a better society

Status in 2050 Status in 2050 
according to EWEA

How can we getHow can we get
there?

Technology for a better society

More than 80% of EU greenhouse gas emissions caused by g g y
production and use of energy

Technology for a better society 4

Source: EEA 2008



How does the EU decide and follow up a specific policy area?

 In general, the following steps may apply:

1. Green Paper formulated by the Commission, with inputs from various stakeholders.p y p
2. Public consultation
3. White Paper/Communication formulated by the Commission.
4. Public consultation
5 Proposal for legislation from the Commission5. Proposal for legislation from the Commission
6. Public consultation
7. Council and Parliament; reading and deciding the proposals, in co-decision.
8. Final decision of the co-decision process as output is published by the Official Journal by 

( )
y y

which the deadline for national follow-up (‘transposition’) is communicated. 
9. Follow-up by national authorities/governments, in accordance with national parliaments: 

National legislation and other follow-up processes as outputs at the national level. 
10. National reports of status of implementation, addressed to the Commissionp p ,
11. In cases of lacking implementation the Commission and/or other actors can summon the 

national government to the European Court of Justice (ECJ) (Infringement procedures). 
12. The ECJ can rule out sanctions in the cases of lacking implementation; e.g. fines.
13 Monitoring and evaluation of EU policy outputs; the assessment of the eventual outcomes 13. Monitoring and evaluation of EU policy outputs; the assessment of the eventual outcomes 

(results). 

Technology for a better society 5
5

Decision-making and implementation in the EU: 
From policy formulation via policy outputsp y p y p

to policy outcomes (results)

Policy objectives;Policy objectives;

Green and White 
Papers

Policy 
outcomes

Proposal from the

EU Commission

Council and 
EP;

Decision-
making

National 
follow-up

Policy 
outputs:

National 
laws etc.and 

outcomes

Such as the 
state of the 
environment 
or RES share 

Policy 
outputs:

’Off. 
J rn l’

Interests and 

regulations
or RES share 
in electricity 
production

Journal

NGO’s

Technology for a better society 6
6

What can be decided by the EU?y
The constitutional basis for climate and energy

 The Lisbon Treaty (2009) For the first time  a specific chapter on energy in the EU  The Lisbon Treaty (2009): For the first time, a specific chapter on energy in the EU 
Treaty (article 194), in addition to an explicit mentioning of climate-change. However, 
no new political power transferred to member states to the EU in energy matters. 

 The EU can decide on energy issues only if they are related to the development 
of the internal market and/or the environment. 
 In the latter cases, the EU can apply decisions by qualified majorities in the Council, in co-decision, pp y y q j ,

with the Parliament. That is, a certain degree of supra-nationalism can apply on energy.

 In contrast, all decisions pertaining to the national energy mix and fiscal 
   ( ll M b  S   )  incentives require unanimity (all Member States must agree). 

Technology for a better society 7
7

What is actually influencing development of theWhat is actually influencing development of the
energy system:

Technology and   
ProductionProduction

Policy and
governance

Markets and
Society

Financial 
actors 

Technology for a better society
8



20102010 20202020 20302030Scenario Scenario 
2020 GW in 2030GW in 2030

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2020

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2020

Policy headlinesPolicy headlines

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2030

Relevant 
changes/policy 
implementation 

2030

PolicyPolicy

Present market 
situation

Present market 
situation

Relevant market 
developments

Relevant market 
developmentsMarketMarket

Relevant market 
developments

Existing 
transmission 

Existing 
transmission New transmission New transmission New transmission 

li  2020
New transmission 

li  2020TransmissionTransmission
capacitycapacity lines 2030lines 2030lines 2020lines 2020TransmissionTransmission

Total capacity Total capacity 
Balancing servicesBalancing services

Total capacity Total capacity 
Balancing servicesBalancing services

Total capacity Total capacity 
Balancing servicesBalancing servicesGenerationGeneration

Technology for a better society 9

Elements on ‘policies’ from the Hydropeak 2030-scenario

• 20 GW balancing delivered from Norway.g y

• Towards 2030: 

Energy security as a stable and basic driving force for policy making  – Energy security as a stable and basic driving force for policy making. 

– The EU-targets 20/20/20 fulfilled by the mid-20’s. 

– Increased shares of Renewables have caused a stronger need for balancing 
hydropower from Norway.

– North Sea grid established, UK as the leading nation. 

– European market exchange systems mainly harmonized, but p g y y ,

– still strong resistance towards common EU market regulation and 

– no effective supra-national authority over energy supply questions. 

Technology for a better society 10

Status of the Renewable Energy Sources (RES) Directive of 2009 
(based on the submitted National Energy Action Plans*)(based on the submitted National Energy Action Plans )

 Technologies:
 Electricity generally more substantially and concretely accounted for than heating/cooling and  Electricity generally more substantially and concretely accounted for than heating/cooling and 

transport.
 Wind power the most prevalent technology, both on- and off-shore. 

 Economy: 
 Financing a key challenge in all countries, but mostly sketchy estimates and lacking assessments 

of impacts on end use, industrial activity and employment.  y y
 Cost estimates provided by the Member States not standardized, and hence not directly 

comparable. 

 Policy instruments: 
 Strongest reliance on feed-in tariffs, investment grants and tax incentives. Despite the recent 

anouncement between Norway and Sweden, less enthusiasm on  tradable green certificates (TGCs)
 Most Member States address the challenges of grid connection  planning/licensing and public  Most Member States address the challenges of grid connection, planning/licensing and public 

acceptance. However, few stipulate new instruments in this regard! 

*Source: ENDS Environmental Data Services (2010): ‘Renewable Energy Europe’

Technology for a better society 11

Where is the EU moving? (1)Where is the EU moving? (1)

 EU on track towards its common Kyoto commitment, by 2012.

The EU Commission recently (11 Nov) forwarded a Strategic EU energy plan for 2011-20

• Main priorities of the strategy are:

– increased energy efficiency that translates into 20% savings by 2010, 

– a more integrated market providing competitive prices, choice and security of supply  

– European technological leadership, delivering innovative and cost-efficient solutions

– reinforced energy security for citizens and businesses

– stronger international partnerships, notable with our neighbours

 The energy plan to be discussed at the EU Summit February 2011; as a basis for a 
‘Roadmap towards 2050’ (expected in 2011)Roadmap towards 2050  (expected in 2011).

Technology for a better society 12



Where is the EU moving? (2)Where is the EU moving? (2)

The Commission also recently (17 Nov) presented its priorities on energy Infrastructure:

• Spesific maps are to be drawn

• Priorities are to be formulated
– Offshore grid North Sea and  related connection to Northern and Central Europe is included as priority. 

• Spesific projects to realize the priorities are to be selected

• New tools to be developed:
– Improved regional cooperation
– Permitting procedures
– Better methods and information for decision makersBetter methods and information for decision makers
– Innovative financial instruments 

Ho e er still EU energ  polic  depends ltimatel  on the Member States’ follo p However, still EU energy policy depends ultimately on the Member States  follow-up 
and approval. 

Technology for a better society 13

Can we learn by taking a look
at the Susten project

hanalysing the implementation
of the RES-E Directive from 
2001? 2001? 

Technology for a better society 14

Standard model for perceiving the “virtuous cycle for a supportive policy environment”:

S  b f   (2003  O   )

Technology for a better society

Source: Renewables for Power Generation (2003: IEA-OECD, p. 14)

How does energy policy making actually function?

Degree of coordination between different public policy sectors

Vertical efforts initiated by
specific Ministeries such as:
Min. of Petroleum and Energy

Vertical efforts initiated by 
specific Ministeries such as

Min. of Environment

Vertical efforts initiated by
Specific mMnisteries such as:

Ministry of FinanceMin. of Petroleum and Energy Min. of Environment Ministry of Finance

What kind of energy transition will be promoted? 

Democratic and/or market based governance with different ways of involving societal stakeholders 

Technology for a better society
16



The expanded “virtuous cycle” applied in the SUSTEN project:

Dominant 
l t  i  th  Whi h 

Market-related 
i bl   

How to integrate 
bl i  elements in the 

current energy 
systems are 
resisting change –

i

Which 
technology to be 
developed?

variables are 
conditioning the 
realization of 
renewables

renewables in 
specific 
regional-local 
settings?

causing:

Path dependence Path creation

Dominant techno-market model for 
promotion of renewables:

Th  “t h k t bi ”The “techno-market bias”

+
Addtional variables from national studies


Improved governing strategies for promoting renewables

Technology for a better society

Selective national figures for achievement of renewable targets SUSTEN results

Percent RES-E
of total El consumption 

(1990 – 2004)
IEA/OECD data

Percent RES-E 
achieved
EU data

(“normalized”)

Indicative 
target from 

RES-E 
Directive

Gap to be 
closed by 
2010 EU
figures

Gap to be 
closed by 

2010
SUSTENIEA/OECD data        ( normalized ) Directive figures SUSTEN
figures

1990 2004 2005 2010 2005 > 2010 2004 > 2010

Denmark 2.8 29.9 27.3 29.0 + 1.7 - 0.9


Finland 18.3 30.8 25.4 31.5 + 6.1


+ 0.7

Netherlands 1 7 6 2 6 5 9 0 + 2 5 + 2 8Netherlands 1.7 6.2 6.5 9.0 + 2.5


+ 2.8

Sweden 56.9 51.8 52.0 55.2* + 6.1


+ 3.4

S i 20 2 22 7 21 6 29 4 7 8 6 7Spain 20.2 22.7 21.6 29.4 + 7.8


+ 6.7

Ireland 5.8 6.0 8.0 13.2 + 5.2


+ 7.2

Austria 75.0 67.0 57.5 78.1* + 20.6


+ 11.1

Norway 125.0 98.7 99.0 90.0 - 8.7

Technology for a better society 18

Drawn on insight from the Susten project:

Will current energy and climate policies in Europe be 

Norwegian Hydropower has a potentially central role in balancing the increasingly

Will current energy and climate policies in Europe be 
realized?

Norwegian Hydropower has a potentially central role in balancing the increasingly
intermittent European energy system, however:

 How to handle path dependence and resistance to change?l p p i g
 Who should be in charge to stimulate necessary path creation to realize energy and 

climate policies of Europe?

 Will instrastructure for distribution of natural gas be developed complementary or in 
competition to  electricity grids?

 More specifically:
 How to reconcile economic, social and environmental concerns?
 How to strengthen social acceptance for electricity grid development?g p y g p

 Hopefully these questions will also be covered in the plenary discussion!

Technology for a better society 19
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Perspectives on the role(s) of storage seen from a German 
utility 
 
Bernd Calaminus, EnBW AG  
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Connecting markets – the value of new transmission lines 
 
Arndt von Schemde, THEMA Consulting Group  





CEDREN Workshop

Düsseldorf,  December 15th/16th 2010

CONNECTING MARKETS
THE VALUE OF NEW TRANSMISSION LINES TO AND FROM U O S SS O S O O
NORWAY

DR. ARNDT VON SCHEMDE 
THEMA CONSULTING

ARNDT.SCHEMDE@T-CG.NO
+47 9826 3986

The Value of New Transmission Lines from Norway to 
the Continent is Substantial

Large cable income Increase value of 
Nordic hydro resources

Substantial additional 
benefits

• Markets are physically 
different

• Lower prices in the

• Power surplus for Nordics 
due to new renewables

• Nordic power market 

Nordic hydro resources
• Other substantial 

benefits of 
transmission cables

benefits

Lower prices in the 
Nordics than in Germany 

• In addition, large hourly 
price differences remain

p
effect: Prices decrease

• Cables partly offset 
renewable effect, and 
i t f t d

transmission cables 
than congestion rent, 
such as security of 
supply, increased 

titi timprove terms of trade
• Likelihood of spill 

decreases with cables

competition, etc.

Some Background on the Multi-Client Study

• Outlook for Northern European supply/demand over 
the next 20 years under various assumptions onthe next 20 years under various assumptions on 
policy, macroeconomic conditions and fuel prices?

• What are the benefits of new interconnectors?• What are the benefits of new interconnectors?

• How are Nordic prices affected by investments in 
renewable generation and interconnectors?renewable generation and interconnectors?

• Sponsored by Nordic entities such as generators, 
consumers, stakeholder organisations, TSOs, , g , ,
regulators and with ministries in an observer role.

• Joined project with Econ Pöyry 



Aim of Study

Investments MacroeconomicsNew renewable 
generation

New interconnector 
capacity

Economic 
development

Need to understand the 
interaction between policy

New technology
Competitiveness of 

power intensive industry

interaction between policy 
choices, regulation and 

market integration Support schemes

Fuel 
prices

Price 
convergence

Climate policy

CO2 quotas

Incentives 
in tariffs

Policy and regulation

convergence

Market 
integration

Competition
Markets in tariffsCompetition

Study long-term effects on energy balance and electricity prices in the Nordicsy g gy y p

Aggregating Trends Into a Scenario Cross

Supply 

How much 
renewables 
do we get?

growth

Higher demand 
for electricity

Use increased 
generation at 
home, or export?

Lower demand 
for electricity

Supply 
stagnation

Creating Four Scenarios for the Future

Supply 

1. Politics work 2.Green growth

Globally, moderate economic growth and Globally, high economic growth and high fuel prices

How much 
renewables 
do we get?

growth
y g

moderate fuel prices
European supply side shock: Large 

investments in renewables
Nordics: slow recovery of energy intensive 

industry in spite of compensation for carbon

y, g g g p
European supply side shock: Large investments in 

renewables
Nordics: Sharp recovery and high growth for 

industry (global climate agreement); new areas for 
electricity – transport petroleum sector districtindustry in spite of compensation for carbon 

leakage; Substantial increase in 
interconnector capacity from Nordic area to 
Continent, UK and Baltics

electricity – transport, petroleum sector, district 
heating; Substantial increase interconnector 
capacity to the Continent, UK and Baltics

Higher demand 
for electricity

Lower demand 
for electricity

Use increased 
generation at 
home, or export?

3. Stagnation 4. Supply worries
Globally, low economic growth and low fuel 

prices
In Europe, reduced RES ambitions

Globally, high economic growth and high fuel prices
In Europe, NIMBY issues around RES and 

infrastructure, and nuclear phase-out
Nordics: Demand side stagnation; phase out 

of some Swedish nuclear capacity; 
moderate cable investments

, p
Nordics: Reduction of nuclear capacity; Energy 

intensive industry growth – compensation for carbon 
leakage; new areas for electricity (el-cars)

Supply 
stagnation

The Value of New Transmission Lines from Norway to 
the Continent is Substantial

Large cable income Increase value of 
Nordic hydro resources

Substantial additional 
benefits

• Markets are physically 
different

• Lower prices in the

• Power surplus for Nordics 
due to new renewables

• Nordic power market 

Nordic hydro resources
• Other substantial 

benefits of 
transmission cables

benefits

Lower prices in the 
Nordics than in Germany 

• In addition, large hourly 
price differences remain

p
effect: Prices decrease

• Cables partly offset 
renewable effect, and 
i t f t d

transmission cables 
than congestion rent, 
such as security of 
supply, increased 

titi timprove terms of trade
• Likelihood of spill 

decreases with cables

competition, etc.



The Cable Income for Cables is Robust and 
Substantial in All Scenario, and exceeds Costs
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The revenues are likely to cover costs for 
internal grid investments within Norway

High Value of Coupling Regions that are Physically 
Different

Hydro dominates in the north, thermal 
dominates (is price setter) in CWE

Hydro

Hydro

NuclearHydro

Wind
Thermal

Th l
Wind
Thermal

Nuclear
Hydro

Hi h l f li i th t h i ll diff tHigh value of coupling regions that are physically very different  

Price Differences Remain Despite new Cables

(1) Politics Work 2020 (2) Green Growth 2020

€ 38 / MWh € 55 / MWh € 48 / MWh € 60 / MWh

NorNed2
NordLink
NSI

NorNed2
NordLink
NSI

(3) Stagnation 2020 (4) Supply Worries 2020

NSI NSI

(3) Stagnation 2020 (4) Supply Worries 2020
€ 27 / MWh € 39 / MWh € 73 / MWh € 75 / MWh

NordLink NorNed2

And, in all cases: NorNed, SK4, SweLit, Estlink2, 
etc. are included; 

Hourly Price Differences Remain and Secure 
Revenues also if Price Levels are similar
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The Value of New Transmission Lines from Norway to 
the Continent is Substantial

Large cable income Increase value of 
Nordic hydro resources

Substantial additional 
benefits

• Markets are physically 
different

• Lower prices in the

• Power surplus for Nordics 
due to new renewables

• Nordic power market 

Nordic hydro resources
• Other substantial 

benefits of 
transmission cables

benefits

Lower prices in the 
Nordics than in Germany 

• In addition, large hourly 
price differences remain

p
effect: Prices decrease

• Cables partly offset 
renewable effect, and 
i t f t d

transmission cables 
than congestion rent, 
such as security of 
supply, increased 

titi timprove terms of trade
• Likelihood of spill 

decreases with cables

competition, etc.

The Nordics are likely to Experience a Large 
Surplus in the Coming Years (Results for 2020)

40

50 Nordic Power Surplus by 2020
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• Nordic Market Effect: The higher the surplus, the lower the 
prices
Results from this study: 10 TWh of new renewables decrease• Results from this study: 10 TWh of new renewables decrease 
prices by € 4 per MWh in Nordics

Nordic Market Effects: Renewables Decrease 
Spot prices; Cables partly offset Decrease

Producers

General market effect Nordic market effect

Illustrative

Incom
e

d
eff distribution

fects

Prices
determined by

Fuel
prices

CO2 
allowances

RES 
investments

Inter-
connectors

Consumers

Drivers

Global 
economy and 
fuel markets

Global, EU and Nordic 
climate policies

Market 
reaction

MAIN AREA OF POLITICS

Cables partly offset the Renewable Price Effect, 
but the Price Increase is Moderate
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• Cable effect dependent on power balance: The higher the p p g
surplus, the higher the price effect



Terms of Trade Improvements Increase Benefits 
of Cables – Results for Norway 2020
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• Terms of Trade: Changes in values for exports and imports
→ Difference between Consumer and Producer Surplus

• In surplus cases cables increase the value of exports• In surplus cases, cables increase the value of exports

High Likelihood of Spill without New Cables
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• In Politics Work, we estimate a normal year surplus of around 
45 TWh per annum. 
– Inflow in Norway alone can vary with +/- 30 TWh per annum

– Means that the power surplus can be 75 TWh in a wet year

Without new cables, spill in a wet year could be as high as 25Without new cables, spill in a wet year could be as high as 25 
TWh (with a normal year value of € 1 bn) 

The Value of New Transmission Lines from Norway to 
the Continent is Substantial

Large cable income Increase value of 
Nordic hydro resources

Substantial additional 
benefits

• Markets are physically 
different

• Lower prices in the

• Power surplus for Nordics 
due to new renewables

• Nordic power market 

Nordic hydro resources
• Other substantial 

benefits of 
transmission cables

benefits

Lower prices in the 
Nordics than in Germany 

• In addition, large hourly 
price differences remain

p
effect: Prices decrease

• Cables partly offset 
renewable effect, and 
i t f t d

transmission cables 
than congestion rent, 
such as security of 
supply, increased 

titi timprove terms of trade
• Likelihood of spill 

decreases with cables

competition, etc.



In Norway Redistribution of Benefits via Tariffs, 
Subsidy Reduction, and (Public) Ownership

Relevant for Industry

Relevant for other end-usersIllustrative

Relevant for Producers

- +
+ -- ++ --

Fuel CO2 RES Cables RES Cables RES Cables

prices

TariffsWholesale Subsidies

• While RES lowers prices on the spot market, it will increase tariffs and subsidies
– RES is not for free!

• While cables increase prices on the spot market, they are likely to lower tariffs (as 
surplus is re distributed) and subsidies for renewables (as they increase spot marketsurplus is re-distributed) and subsidies for renewables (as they increase spot market 
price)

Some Thoughts around “Norway as Battery”

• In our analysis, we focused on congestion rent from 
day-ahead trading (spot market)
– Other benefits from delivering “flexibility” on other markets

• “Flexibility” arises from existing reservoirs

• Moderate cable assumptions by 2030: NorGer, 
NorNed2, NSI, etc. 

• In the debate, there is talk about completely different 
bl biticable ambitions

– See, for example, Sachverständigenrat für Umweltfragen, 
Stellungnahme 15-2010Stellungnahme 15 2010

– 16 GW by 2020, 100 GW by 2050
– This would imply a paradigm shift in the power markets  

Implications and Challenges for “Norway as 
Battery”

• How would “markets” 
work?

H t i• How to give 
incentives to build 
pumped storage

I iti ll i ti– Initially, existing 
reservoirs sufficient

– Pump storage need 
“exposure” to 
fluctuating prices

• What flexibility is 
needed?

– Spot?

– Regulating power?

– Intraday?

Gigantic distributional• Gigantic distributional 
effect!

• How is this financed?
Source: SRU; 100% erneuerbare Stromversorgung bis 2050:

• “Market” Solutions?

• Etc.

Source: SRU; 100% erneuerbare Stromversorgung bis 2050: 
klimaverträglich, sicher, bezahlbar

The Value of New Transmission Lines from Norway to 
the Continent is Substantial

Large cable income Increase value of 
Nordic hydro resources

Substantial additional 
benefits

• Markets are physically 
different

• Lower prices in the

• Power surplus for Nordics 
due to new renewables

• Nordic power market 

Nordic hydro resources
• Other substantial 

benefits of 
transmission cables

benefits

Thank youLower prices in the 
Nordics than in Germany 

• In addition, large hourly 
price differences remain

p
effect: Prices decrease

• Cables partly offset 
renewable effect, and 
i t f t d

transmission cables 
than congestion rent, 
such as security of 
supply, increased 

titi t

Thank you
Dr. Arndt von Schemde 
arndt schemde@t cg noimprove terms of trade

• Likelihood of spill 
decreases with cables

competition, etc.arndt.schemde@t-cg.no
+47 9826 3986
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Commercial challenges regarding exchange
of flexibility – seen from a Norwegian TSO

Bernt Anders Hoff
CEDREN W k h D ld f 15 D b 2010CEDREN Workshop, Dusseldorf 15. December 2010 

A dAgenda

• A po er s stem in change• A power system in change
• Exchange of flexibility in different time frames
• Market design challenges
• Regulatory challengesRegulatory challenges
• Conclusions

2011-01-26 2

A power system in change

Installed capacity, Germany

2005 2020

Ref DENA II           

Plan to introduce secondary reserves in Nordic 
Synchronuos area during 2011

26. januar 2011 3

High penetration of intermittent production
h ll fl ibili i l i fchallenge flexibility in several time frames

• Flexible energy production needed Source: Energinet.dk• Flexible energy production needed
• Adjustable energy production needed to adjust for improved prognosis
• Reserve providers needed

g

Reserve providers needed

2011-01-26 4



A dAgenda

• A t i h• A power system in change
• Exchange of flexibility in different time frames
• Market design challenges
• Regulatory challengesRegulatory challenges
• Conclusions

2011-01-26 5

Flexibility can be exchanged in different time framesFlexibility can be exchanged in different time frames
• The spotmarket will still be the most important market

• Operational MC CWE – NordicOperational MC CWE Nordic
• A challenge to include costs related to exchange of flexibility in spotmarket 
• More volatile prices expected

• Intraday market will develop
• Important tool to reduce imbalance cost of intermittent production

f C• Push from EU Commision and national regulators to develop market coupling
• Challenge to price capacity

• Ancillary services market will develop
• National markets with variable designs today
• German TSO co operationp
• SK4 agreement
• Who will provide reserves in periodes when spot energy is produced by 

intermittent production?
• More volatile prices expected

2011-01-26 6

A dAgenda

• A t i h• A power system in change
• Exchange of flexibility in different time frames
• Market design challenges
• Regulatory challengesRegulatory challenges
• Conclusions

2011-01-26 7

C t l t d t h f fl ibilit i thCosts related to exchange of flexibility in the
spot market

• E l t i l d d• Energy losses not included

• Cost of changing power flow direction – rampingCost of changing power flow direction ramping
• Increased need of ancillary services

• Import at lo load• Import at low load
• System operational challenge
• Rotating reserves
• Short current capacity

2011-01-26 8



S t i diff G K i ti dSpot price difference Germany-Kristiansand
Weekly average, absolute values (May 2008 – Nov 2010)

€/MWh

• Varying price differences
• Decreased spot differences in the future with market coupling

2011-01-26 9

and  interconnections?

Ch ll f ti i i fl ibilit iChallenges of optimising flexibility mix

• Price difference in different time frames will be volatile
• Optimal allocation will vary

• Interdependicy between markets

Marginal value of
capacity for day

Optimal 
allocation

Marginal value of
it f t dcapacity for day

ahead trade capacity for trade 
with AS 

Capacity for day ahead trade Capacity for AS

• Market time line
Operation hour
Activation of reserves

I dk

Reserve
capacity Timeh12:00

2011-01-26 10

IntradaySpot market
p y

h-2

Ch ll i t i it t i t t ?Challenging to initate investments?

• More dynamic markets• More dynamic markets

• More volatile pricesp

• Long term contracts should be considered when investments
d dare needed

2011-01-26 11

A dAgenda

• A t i h• A power system in change
• Exchange of flexibility in different time frames
• Market design challenges
• Regulatory challengesRegulatory challenges
• Conclusions

2011-01-26 12



Regulatory challenges

• ERGEG guideline allows allocation to different time framesg
• Need to prove socio economic efficiency
• Only on HVDC –links

• Danish national regulator gives permission for exchanging ancillary 
services
• Evaluation will be done

• ENTSO-E has turned to be positive to exchange of ancillary services

• Further development of market solutions is necessary to optimise
hydropowers role in Northern Europehydropowers role in Northern Europe

• Regulators seems to reduce possible development

C l iConclusions

Flexibility should be exchanged in different time framesFlexibility should be exchanged in different time frames

Challenge to optimise flexibility mixg p y

Regulatory introducing prohibitions is a challenge

Need for developing market design further - stepwise

2011-01-26 14
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Storage needs for 100% renewable electricity in Germany and 
EEurope 

- scenario analyses

Speaker: Amany von Oehsen

Fraunhofer Institute for Wind Energy and Energy Systems 
Technology 

© Fraunhofer IWES

Aim of the talk

Presenation of balancing needs in two 100% renewable electricity scenarios:

100% renewable electricity in Europe by only wind and PV energy (SIEMENS)

100% bl l t i t f G (G F d l Mi i t f th100% renewable electricty for Germany (German Federal Ministry of the 
Environment) based on national generation

© Fraunhofer IWES

Scenario 1: Large Scale Integration of Wind and Solar Energy in 
Europe

R i t T i i d StRequirements on Transmission and Storage

Dr. Kurt Rohrig1, 

Dr. Lüder von Bremen3 ,Dr. Clemens Hoffmann3

1) Fraunhofer IWES

2) ForWind 3) SIEMENS AG2) ForWind,  3) SIEMENS AG

© Fraunhofer IWES

Model and input data

Domain: UCTE + Nordel + UK/IR
Study period: 2000-2007
D t 1h l 50k h i t l l tiData: 1hourly, 50km horizontal resolution
Wind Power: Wind speed (~100m), standard power curves for on/offshore,

losses (wake, availability, el. losses) are considered
PV l d t h t di ti t f 2 T ( bl f i PV d l )PV: cloud cover, net short wave radiation at surface, 2m Temp (ensemble of various PV modules)

83 regions (50 onshore, 33 offshore)
Hourly time series of consumption for 

h i ( tl t t d)each region (partly reconstructed)

1 ) t t l1 a) no transport only 
regional storage

1 b) perfect transport1 b) perfect transport, 
one common European 
storage

© Fraunhofer IWES



Distribution of wind power in 2020  (political targets)

© Fraunhofer IWES

Distribution of PV in 2020 (political targets)

© Fraunhofer IWES

Scaling up of planned capacities for the 100% RES scenario

Average power demand in the domain: 357 GWg p

Assuming that demand remains the same as today about 23% of the 
consumption would be met by wind and PV power if political targets are 
realisedrealised

Therefore: scaling up of wind and PV targets by a factor of ~4g g y

for a 100% scenario

i.e. :    908 GW wind         &            272 GW PV

© Fraunhofer IWES

Power flow calculation

Full interconnection between neighbours
Offshore regions are only connected to a single onshore region
no transport limits no lossesno transport limits, no losses

DC flow equation solved assuming

equal resistence on all lines

[G
W

]

single & perfect European

power market

each time step (~70000) is computed du
al
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ad

 

each time step ( 70000) is computed

individually (no storage)

after each time step nbalanced du
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after each time step unbalanced
regions will remain
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Monthly PV, Wind generation and consumption anomalies

consu
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© Fraunhofer IWES

Average Transports in 100% supply scenario

≈15 GW

7 8 GW

13 GW

7.8 GW

© Fraunhofer IWES

Maximum power transports in the 100% scenario

34 GW

140 GW

144 GW

© Fraunhofer IWES

Finding the optimal ratio between PV and wind power
via minimal fluctuations

Fluctuation of monthly residual load (RES-consumption) in a 100% renewables scenario

Total for regional view
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1186GW wind 1741GW PV
PV/(PV+wind)

© Fraunhofer IWES



Finding the optimal ratio between PV and  wind power via required storage 
capacity

Storage capacity relative to annual consumption (= 3127 TWh) (in %)

European view Total for regional viewEuropean view Total for regional view

nd
)

nd
)

P
V

/(P
V

+w
i

PV
/(P

V
+w

in
P

7%0.6%

Share of RES relative to consumptionShare of RES relative to consumption

Example:140%RES, PV=30% required storage capacity = 2.2 days of avg. consumption
European balancing reduces storage capacity by factor of 11!

© Fraunhofer IWES

Required storage power 

Peak load: 527 GWPeak load: 527 GW

237 GW

211 GW 184 GW 158 GW

© Fraunhofer IWES

Candidates for needed large scale storage technologies

Needed storage capacity in TWh for different technologiesNeeded storage capacity in TWh for different technologies

Technology

Capacity  
in TWh for storage of 2% of 

annual consumption

Capacity 
in TWh for 8%

p
Hydrogen 100 400
Pump hydro 67 267
AA-CAES 80 320

Needed storage power:  ~ 190 GW !! 

Hydro storage plants in Nordel

S l

Norway Sweden Finland Sum

Storage plants
Capacity [TWh] 81,7 33,8 5,5 121
Power [GW] 29 16 3 48

© Fraunhofer IWES

Conclusions

very high transport capacities occur in a 100% scenario

demand for storage decreases on the European level (factor of 9!!)

required storage capacities can be <5 daysq g p y

required storage power is extremely high

optimal mix between PV and wind power exists to reduce    
fluctuations, power transports and storage capacity 

wind and PV do not care about national interest  aim for unified European   
integration

d l t f diff t bl t b di t d i E th ideployment of different renewables must be coordinated in Europe, otherwise 
unnecessary losses and investments (storage, etc) might happen

© Fraunhofer IWES



German Federal Minstry of the Environment Study: 100% renewable 
electricity in Germany for the year 2050electricity in Germany for the year 2050

Conservative Installed Share in 
ecolocgical 
potential

power electricity 
production

Wind 105 GW 62 %
onshore 60 60 GW 30.5 %

offshore 45 45 GW 31.5 %

PV 275 120 GW 18 6 %PV 275 120 GW 18.6 %
bioenergy - 23.3 GW 2 %

hydro 5.2 5.2 GW 4 %
geothermal 6.4 6.4 GW 9 %

import - Maximum 10 
GW

~ 5 %

© Fraunhofer IWES

End energy use of households 2005, 2008 and 2050

Ventilation pumps

Other appliances

lighting

p p

Space heat

Warm water

Space heat

© Fraunhofer IWES

Simulation methodology

4 years of meteo and hydro data: 2006-2009

 Wind speeds (resolution: 1 hour , 14 x 14 km2)

 Global horizontal irradiation (resolution: 1 hour , 14 x 14 km2)

 Temperature (resolution: 1 hour , 14 x 14 km2)

Ri ff ( l ti d il ) River run-off (resolution: daily)

 4 years of hourly electrical load data (ENTSO-E) 4 years of hourly electrical load data (ENTSO-E)

© Fraunhofer IWES

Simulation of wind energy feed-in: methodology

Spatial distribution onshore wind energy MW per pixelSpatial distribution onshore wind energy

de
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Simulation of wind energy feed-in: methodology 

Wind speeds for 
the raster

Accounting for

fluctuations below the 
time and spacial

Conversion to 
hub height
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wind parkthe raster time and spacial 
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Electricity output

Onshore feed-in meteo year 2006

Installed power
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Offshore wind energy feed-in meteo year 2006

Installed powerInstalled power

© Fraunhofer IWES

Demand-Side Management with electric heat pumps

Residual load without 

heat pumps

Residual load witht heat pumps

© Fraunhofer IWES



Demand Side management with electric cars
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Renewable power feed-in and electric load 2050 for the meteo year 
20062006
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Load duration curve residual load 2006
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Residual load: deficits and surplusses: balancing power needs 
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Load balancing with CH4 Storage, biomass peak power and electricity  
importimport
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Residual load balancing: load duration curve of balancing 
measuresmeasures 

Jahresdauerlinie Langzeitspeicher (Meteo-Jahr 2009)
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CHP H2 combustion power curtailmentlysis

Number of hours 

© Fraunhofer IWES

Storage Potential in salt caverns and pore storage in Germany

Total potential Required amount

Hydrogen 110 TWhth 84 TWhth

M th 514 TWh 75 TWhMethane 514 TWhth 75 TWhth

© Fraunhofer IWES

Simulation of large scale gas storage

Electrolysis efficiency : 82%

Conversion back to electricity with Combined Cycle Gas Turbines with 
efficiency 57%

© Fraunhofer IWES



Storage level of the simulated large scale CH4 Storage
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Conclusions

 100 % renewable electricity in Germany is technically possible

However a high amount of balancing power and a large storage capacity isHowever a high amount of balancing power and a large storage capacity is 
required

The available storage capacity for underground storage of hydrogen or 
th i ffi i tmethane is sufficient

The costs for the simulated scenario are likely to be higher than a scenarioThe  costs for the simulated scenario are likely to be higher than a scenario  
with international cooperation in RE energy generation

© Fraunhofer IWES
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M d lli I t t d N th EModelling an Integrated Northern European
Regulating Power Market
Based on a Common Day-Ahead Markety

Stefan Jaehnert, Gerard L. Doorman,
IAEE International Conference, Rio de Janeiro, 07.06.2010

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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OutlineOutline
• Introduction

• Integrated regulating power market model
– Day-ahead market
– Regulating reserve procurementRegulating reserve procurement
– System balancing

• Case studies• Case studies

• Conclusion• Conclusion

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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“Balance Management ing
Multinational Power Markets”

• Sustainable (intermittent) 
electricity production => e ec c y p oduc o
need for regulating 
resources

• Cross boarder trade =>• Cross boarder trade => 
integration of national 
regulating energy markets

• Aim to integrate northern 
European regulating power 
markets

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Modelling objectiveModelling objective
• Increasing intermittent power generation

=> utilization balancing capabilities of Nordic hydro-based power 
systemsystem

• Investigation of:
– Possibility of foreign regulating reserve procurement

S t id l ti h– System wide regulating resource exchange
(real-time system balancing)

– Transmission reservation for reserve procurement and system balancing
Reg lating reser e and reso rce pricing– Regulating reserve and resource pricing

• Estimation of socio-economic benefit of integrating multinational 
regulating power markets

• Analysis of different regulating power market integration steps

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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StructureStructure
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Day ahead marketDay-ahead market
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EMPS – Common day-ahead y
market

Mid and long term optimisation of system operation• Mid- and long-term optimisation of system operation 
on weekly basis (containing several periods)

• Developed at SINTEF Energy ResearchDeveloped at SINTEF Energy Research
• Key points:

– Transmission system (NTCs, linear losses)
– Nordic hydro system (reservoirs, power plants and water course)
– Thermal scheduled production & dispatchable production

(power plants with marginal production- & start up costs)
– Wind power generation 
– Consumption (temperature dependent)

• Results:Results:
– Optimal unit commitment and generation dispatch
– Area prices, water values

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Reserve procurementReserve procurement

Reserve 
requirements:
- Control area
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System imbalance:
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- Wind forecast errorInput:
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IRiE Reserve procurementIRiE - Reserve procurement

Objective: least cost redispatch of generation and 
transmission capacity in order to fulfil given reserve 

i trequirements

• Procurement of up- & downward regulating reserves
• Reserve procurement cost includes:

P d ti d i f i l it / P d ti i– Production decrease on infra marginal units / Production increase on 
ultra marginal units

– Efficiency loss for thermal units at partial load
– Start up- / shut down costs of thermal units

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Reserve procurement strategyReserve procurement strategy

Before procurement: After procurement:

Upward regulating
reserves:

Downward regulating
reserves:

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Reserve requirementsReserve requirements
• Requirements for secondary reserves (UCTE) and

Frequency restoration reserves (Nordel)Frequency restoration reserves (Nordel)
• Aggregation of control areas into balancing areas (Nordel, DE, NL)

Control Area Balancing Area Total systemControl Area Balancing Area Total system

Up Down Up Down Up Down

NO1

1200 1200NO2 1200 -1200

3865 -3865

NO2

NO3

SWE 1220 -1220

7175 -6210

FI 865 -865

DK 580+620 -580-620

VET 640 -400

3010 -2045
EON 830 -590

RWE 1000 -725

EnBW 540 -330

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market

Netherland 300 -300 300 -300
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System balancingSystem balancing
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IRiE System balancingIRiE - System balancing
Objective: least cost system wide generation andObjective: least cost system wide generation and 

transmission redispatch to settle real-time system 
imbalances in each PTU

• Input: imbalance records (quarter hourly)
• No time dependencies (ramping, start up / shut down 

of units)
• Definition of non-spinning in addition to spinning 

regulating reserves
ll i t ll d ti it il bl f=> all installed generation capacity available for

system balancing

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Case studies
Integration of regulating power markets
• Studied years:

– Wet year – hydro inflow = 244 TWh
Dry year hydro inflow = 146 TWh– Dry year – hydro inflow = 146 TWh

• Exchange of regulating resources: Case:
– No exchange between control areas in Germany ( I )g y ( )
– Exchange only in balancing areas ( II )
– System wide exchange ( III – V )

R l ti t• Regulating reserve procurement:
– Procurement only in own control area ( I – III )
– Procurement in whole balancing area ( IV )Procurement in whole balancing area ( IV )
– Reserve procurement system wide ( V )

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Regulating reserve procurementRegulating reserve procurement
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• Significant reduction of 
necessary redispatch for 
reserve procurement
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07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Reserve activationReserve activation
8000

Upward activation

Downward activation

• Reduction rationing / 
shutdown to nearly 
zero with exchange of
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regulating resources
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W • Imbalance settlement 

costs:
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y
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– 2: 96 113 M€
– 3: 60 73 M€
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07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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ConclusionConclusion
• Decrease redispatch during reserve procurement byDecrease redispatch during reserve procurement by 

30% => ample regulating reserves available in Nordic 
system
R d ti ti ti b 30% (i b l• Reduction reserve activation by 30% (imbalance 
netting)

• Gross exchange of balancing energy approx 2 TWh• Gross exchange of balancing energy approx. 2 TWh 
– 40% of activated regulating reserves

• Significant reduction of reserve procurement and g p
reserve activation costs

• Further work
M d l ith b tt id t ti– Model with better grid representation

– Improvement in description of reserve costs
– Modelling of future scenarios – 2020/2030

07.06.10, S. Jaehnert, G. Doorman, Modelling an integrated European regulating power market
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Climate –friendly, reliable, affordable:
100% renewable electricity supply by 2050

Prof. Dr. Olav Hohmeyer

y pp y y

German Council of Environmental Advisors (SRU)

CDREN workshop

Perspectives on hydropower’s role to balance non-regulated 
renewable power production in Northern Europe

Düsseldorf, December 15th – 16th,  2010 

Structure of the presentationStructure of the presentation

• The SRU scenarios

• The potential for renewable electricity generation

• Structure of a 100% renewable electricity generation• Structure of a 100% renewable electricity generation

• Security of supply and the cooperation with Norway

• The impact on the Norwegian hydro system p g y y

• Transmission capacity required

• Costs of the system in 2050

• The pathway from 2010 to 2050

• Cost comparison: Conventional versus renewable electricity

• Conclusions

2

100% renewable electricity
i G d E b 2050in Germany and Europe by 2050

3

100% renewable electricity
Th i ht SRU iThe eight SRU scenarios

Demand DE 2050: Demand DE 2050:Demand DE 2050: 
500 TWh/a

Demand DE 2050: 
700 TWh/a

Autonomous Germany Scenario 1 a Scenario 1 bAutonomous Germany Scenario 1.a
DE-100 % SV-500

Scenario 1.b
DE-100 % SV-700 

100% REN production in Scenario 2 1 a Scenario 2 1 b100% REN production in 
Germany
Exchange with DK/NO  

Scenario 2.1.a
DE-NO/DK-100 % SV-500 

Scenario 2.1.b
DE-NO/DK-100 % SV-700 

% S S15% Net import max. 
from DK/NO

Scenario 2.2.a
DE-NO/DK-85 % SV-500 

Scenario 2.2.b
DE-NO/DK-85 % SV-700 

15 % Net import 
from EU-North Africa

Scenario 3.a
DE-EUNA-85 % SV-500 

Scenario 3.b
DE-EUNA-85 % SV-700 

4



The REMix-Europe model of DLRThe REMix Europe model of DLR

REMix-Europe 
(Renewable Energy Mix for Sustainable 

Electricity Supply in Europe)Electricity Supply in Europe)
Inventory of REN-
resources
GIS C

Electricity demand
GIS, C

y
GIS, C

Linear optimization model
GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling 

System) Source: Krewitt 2009

5

Source: Krewitt 2009

The analyzed region Europe-North Africa

6

The potential for renewable electricity 
d ti i EU N th Af i (TWh/ )production in EU-North Africa (TWh/a)

Potential

Demand 2050 5% of the potential

7

100% renewable electricity is possible 
d ll i ( l G )

Structure of Electricity Production in Germany plus Imports in 2050

under all scenarios (example Germany)
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Overproduction in isolation 
(Szenario 1 a)(Szenario 1.a)

Szenario 1a: DE / 100% EE / 100% SV / 509 TWh
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Even an isolated German system ist possible but it needs

9

Even an isolated German system ist possible, but it needs
262 GW of capacity for 81 GW peak load. It leads to 
53 TWh/a of overproduction.

Electricity production and storage in 
DE DK NODE-DK-NO

(Scenario 2.1.a DE/DK/NO)

The Norwegian system supplies the necessary storage!

10

g y pp y g
Practically no overproduction remaining!

The Norwegian situation in 2050 with 
100% national renewable electricity100% national renewable electricity

Scenario 2.1.a (ex- and imports not shown)
Norwegian electricity production in 2050 in TWh/a (no exports or imports 

shown)
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The Norwegian situation in 2050 with 
exports and imports shownexports and imports shown

Norwegian electricity production in 2050 in TWh/a (exports or

Scenario 2.1.a
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Impact on Norwegian hydro storage in 
2050 (Scenario 2 1 a compared to 2008)

Füllstand der norwegischen Speicherwasserkapazität mit Ein- und Ausspeicherung 
aus Szenario 2 1 für 2050

2050 (Scenario 2.1.a compared to 2008)

aus Szenario 2.1 für 2050
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Szenario 2.1a Szenario 2.1b

Only minimal changes to the Norwegian 
hydro power system are requiredhydro power system are required 

The example of Sira-Kvina

5,6 TWh storage capacity

Thi t l b d dThis system alone can be expanded 
to more than 10 GW 
pump storage capacity 
without any new dam!

2

y

The necessary grid capacity for a 
cooperation DE DK NOcooperation DE-DK-NO

Maximale Übertragungskapazität in GW
DE-DK-NO 2050 (Szenario 2.1a)
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The necessary grid capacity 
The larger picture in 2050The larger picture in 2050
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Electricity costs of less than 7 Cent per 
kWh i 2050 (G )

Structure of Electricity Production Cost in Germany 2050 (c/kWh)

kWh in 2050 (Germany)
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Scenario

The German pathway 2010 to 2050
No additional conventional plants

Electricity Production in Germany 2005 to 2050 (Scenario 2.1.a)
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100% REN is possible by 2030 
(based on scenario 2 1 a for Germany)

I t ll d R bl E C it 2005 t 2050 (S i 2 1 )

(based on scenario 2.1.a for Germany)

Installed Renewable Energy Capacity 2005 to 2050 (Scenario 2.1.a)
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Development of surplus production in 
G i GW ( i d d PV)Germany in GW (wind and PV)
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Renewable electricity is the lowest cost 
long term solution (2 1 a Germany)

Development of electricity production cost (Scenario 2.1a)

long term solution (2.1.a Germany)

Development of electricity production cost (Scenario 2.1a)
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Conventional electricity, moderate price increase

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Year

Conventional electricity production costs (high increase) Storage and international HVDC transport cost
Conventional electricity production cost (moderate increase) HVDV grid in Germany

9

Cost of renewable electricity including storage and transport

Cost of climate protection 2,7-3,7 €c/kWh 
d i th t iduring the most expensive years

The cost changes in Germany
Difference between new average elctricity production cost including renewables and conventional production cost (based 

on scenario 2.1a including storage and national as well as international grid extension)
8

Cost compared to moderate price increase in conventional power production (max. 3,7 c/kWh)

g y
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Compared to high price increase in conv. (max. 2,7 c/kWh)
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Difference in average electricity production cost of scenario 2 1 a to high conventional price path

10

Difference in average electricity production cost of scenario 2.1.a to high conventional price path

Difference in average electricity production costs of scenario 2.1.a to low conventional price path

ConclusionsConclusions

100% bl l t i it l f G d• 100% renewable electricity supply for Germany and 
Europe is possible by 2050 (2030 if needed) 

Th t ill i l b b d i d d l• The system will mainly be based on wind and solar

• Storage and transmission will be crucial

• Pump storage will be in great demand

• Norway will become a unique swing provider for the 
European system due to its hydro resource

• We can start with bilateral cooperation

11

The sooner we start a cooperation, 
the sooner we will be able to solve 

th li t bl !the climate problem!

Thank you very much for your attention

12
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Potential for Pumped storage 
plants in Norwayplants in Norway

Oslo  December  2010
Jon Ulrik Haaheim

NORWEGIAN HYDROPOWER

Reservoirs established to secure domestic consumption
Yearly consumption in average approx.120 TWh

NORWEGIAN POSSIBILITIESNORWEGIAN POSSIBILITIES 

Reservoir capacity 82 TWh

Increasing capacity in existing plants

Establishing pumped storage plants between 
existing reservoirs

Location for capacity increase and PSP Location for capacity increase and PSP 
near potential location for new cables.

STATKRAFT STUDY.

Statkraft initiated a project mapping technical possibilities 
for capacity increase and PSP in southern part of Norway.

Further identifying possibilities and challenges in supplying 
balancing power to Europe.

ProjectProject
Technical potential
Market assessment and modelling
L l iLegal issues
Environmental consequences
Business models
etc

side 4



TECHNICAL POTENTIAL 

PSP possibilities depend on limitations in the change of 
water level in reservoirs and duration for pump periodwater level in reservoirs and duration for pump period  

side 5

The reservoir capacity of Lake Blåsjø is 7.8 TWh 

CHALLENGES

Political and public acceptance

Domestic supply situation / safety of supply and 
price structure

Environmental issues

Legal issues

Cables and transmission systemCables and transmission system

Business models and economic viability

CONCLUSION

Significant possibilities for capacity increase g p p y
and pumped storage plants

Requires cables and increased transmissionRequires cables and increased transmission 
capacity

Public and political acceptance

Environmental solutionsEnvironmental solutions

Economic viability
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TSOs‘ EEG experience and future outlookTSOs  EEG experience and future outlook

Perspectives on hydropower’s role to balance non-regulatedp y p g
renewable power production in Northern Europe, CEDREN Research 
Center, December 15th – 16th , Düsseldorf

André S. Estermann, 50Hertz Transmission, Germany 

Overview

D l f bl i GDevelopment of renewables in Germany

Feed-in characteristics of wind and solar power

German renewables support scheme

Ch ll f bl k t i t ti f TSOChallenges of renewables market integration for TSOs 

Outlook on market integration of renewables

Conclusions

216.12.2010 André S. Estermann

50Hertz Transmission as part of the elia group50Hertz Transmission as part of the elia group

Ownership structureOwnership structure

60 % 40 
%

3

2

4
3 Eurogrid

P l b t 600

316.12.2010 André S. Estermann

Personnel:           
Turnover:

about 600
4.172 b€

K fi 50H t T i i 2009Key figures 50Hertz Transmission – 2009 

Area: 109,000 km² (~31%)*
Inhabitants: 18.2 Mio. (~22%)* 
Demand: 95 TWh (~20%)* 1

Max. vertical Load: 10,330 MW

Grid length: 9,750 km (in operation)

Power stations and storage in 
control area (Pinstall. in MW)

Grid connection

380/220 kV ≤ 110 kV

Coupling lines to: TenneT, energinet.dk, 

PSE Operator, CEPS

!
Thermal 12.860 7,100

Pump storage, Water (~43%)* 1 2,400 500

Wind power  (~41%)* 1 910 9,590
Bio mass, PV etc. 1 30 1,970Bio mass, PV etc. 30 1,970
Sum 16,200 19,200

Total 35,400

RES infeed 25.4 TWh1 (2008: 22.7 TWh)
Wind infeed 16 9 TWh1 (2008: 16 5 TWh)Wind infeed 16.9 TWh (2008: 16.5 TWh)

Pinstall Wind
10,500 MW1 (2008: 
9,680MW)  

* P t f h l G
Peak load in grid area       
Peak grid load

17,592 MW 
10 330 MW !

416.12.2010 André S. Estermann

* Percentage of whole Germany
1 Preliminary information

Peak grid load 
Minimum grid load

10,330 MW
– 3,303 MW !



TSO business areasTSO business areas
Non-infrastructure business with increasing importance 

EEG supportRevenue

Infrastructure 
TSO

3.5 b€

2007
Total turn-over Core TSO Energy TSO

Ancillary
services 

G id L

EEG support
process 

Revenue 
cap

EEG+CHP Energy 
TSO 

Grid Losses

2010

Infra-

4.5 b€

2010 Total turn-over Core TSO Energy TSO

Grid losses

Ancillary 
services

structure TSO

Energy 

EEG+CHP
Revenue 

cap

516.12.2010 André S. Estermann

EEG support
process

gy
TSO 

Installed wind power in Europe (2009)Installed wind power in Europe (2009) 
A major challenge for German TSOs

Major wind power 
share in Germany 
and Spainand Spain

Europe (2009) 76,152 MW 
(incl. off- and near shore ( c o a d ea s o e
2,016 MW)

Increase of 10,526 MW to 
2008 ( DE + 1,917 MW)

616.12.2010 André S. Estermann

(Angaben für D vom DEWI, Deutsches Windenergie-Institut)

( , )

Development of installed wind power in Germany
25.34826.000
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© ISET, IWET; 26.01.2010* bzw. Anteil der ostdeutschen Bundesländer plus Berlin und Hamburg

0
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Wind power characteristicsWind power characteristics
Control area 50Hertz in 2009

Windpower 

Average installed wind 
power 10,126 MW

Maximum feed-in 9 094 MW

quality (80m 
rotor height)

Maximum feed-in 9,094 MW

Minimum feed-in 0 MW

Maximum 15 minutes + 785 MW* /Maximum 15-minutes 
change of feed-in

+ 785 MW* /
- 769 MW*

Maximum 1-hour change of + 1,723 MW* / !Maximum 1 hour change of 
feed-in

 1,723 MW /
- 1,727 MW*

Maximum 1-day change of 
f d i 7,692 MWe

!

feed-in 7,692 MW

*) No major slopes from storms occurred in 50Hertz control area in 2009

w
w

w.
dw

d.
de

816.12.2010 André S. Estermann

„Good“

(>4320 kWh/m2 
rotor diameter)

„Medium“

(Wind reference = 
6.4 m/s)

„Poor“

(< 60% wind ref.)



Solar power characteristicsSolar power characteristics 
Germany

Avg. 1981-2000 

Installed solar power ca. 13,000 MW !

g

Maximum feed-in ca. 9,000 MW

Minimum feed-in 0 MW

Maximum 15-minutes 
change of feed-in

+ ca. 700 MW /
- ca. 600 MW

Maximum 1-hour 
change of feed-in

+ ca. 2,200 MW /
- ca. 2,200 MW !

dw
d.

de

916.12.2010 André S. Estermann

w
w

w.

German renewables support schemeGerman renewables support scheme
Since January 2010

5 Steps:

ÜNB
ÜNB
Ü

€
Physical and financial 
burden sharing among 
TSOs

5 Steps:

1. Integration of 
RES

ÜNB
TSO

Exchange 
day ahead

Exchange

2. EEG feed-in 
tariff

3 Inter TSO


VNBVNBVNBDSO

Exchange 
intraday

3. Inter TSO 
exchange

4. EEG Marketing






Supplier

bl f

5. Recovery of 
costs

generator generator

renewables fee

(EEG-Umlage)

1016.12.2010 André S. Estermann

consumer

Ch ll B l i R bl E f d iChallenges: Balancing Renewable Energy feed-in

A di t G R l ti th “ bl b l i ” iAccording to German Regulation the “renewables balancing group” is 
to be operated like all other balancing groups with the obligation to 
level out any imbalance as far as possible.

TSOs are responsible for the renewables balancing by:

 Day-Ahead Spot Trading at a Spot Exchange (EPEX Spot)
 Intraday-Trading at a Spot Exchange (EPEX Spot)
 EEG Reserve power from public tendering EEG-Reserve power from public tendering 

(only until the end 2010 according to German regulation)
 Balancing energy within balancing group management 

1116.12.2010 André S. Estermann

Additional new tools for balancing are needed

Cost recovery in renewables support schemeCost recovery in renewables support scheme

Renewables fee shall cover the gap between costs for renewables 

D i ti

remuneration and revenues from selling renewable energy to the spot 
exchange.

Deviation
feed-in

Deviation of
market prices

Remuneration
payable to

Market revenues

Consumption
p y
EEG plants

(EEG feed-in tariff)
Revenues from
renewables-fee
(EEG-Umlage)( g )

Costs Revenues

1216.12.2010 André S. Estermann

Costs Revenues



Challenges: TSOs‘ Liquidity needsChallenges: TSOs  Liquidity needs
Renewables support scheme liquidity development in 2010

iq
u

id
it

y

+0.7 bn€

P
o

si
ti

ve
 L

i

Best Estimate – Szenario

Szenario 2010

L
iq

u
id

it
y

N
eg

at
iv

e 
L

- 1.1 bn€

Jan. June/July Dez.

The current liquidity level (-1,116 b€ in 09/2010) will be carried 
f d h bl f (EEG U l ) i 2011

1316.12.2010 André S. Estermann

forward to the renewables fee (EEG-Umlage) in 2011

Diff b t bl t dDifferences between renewables costs and revenues 
for German TSOs end 2010

higher volumes than 
calculated**

lower market prices 
than calculated*

for cost recovery about
about 1.5 b€

cost recovery 2010

for cost recovery about
2.4 Ct./kWh (+17% 
compared to 2.047 
Ct./kWh) would have 

~ 2.047 Ct./kWh (EEG-Umlage 2010)

)
been needed in 2010

8.2 b€

2010

1416.12.2010 André S. Estermann

0 0
* Spot market price assumption for renewables fee calculation: 53.65 €/MWh; average spot market price 2010 (until 09/10): 42.1 €/MWh
** in particular solar power increase in 2010

O tl k bl t 2011Outlook on renewables costs 2011

higher solar feed-in 
expected

3 8 b€
increase 2011 

expected

Stronger capacity 
growth expected

gap 2010: 1.5 b€

3.8 b€

EEG-
Umlage

growth expected

g p

b t 9 7 b€

13.5 b€
Umlage 
2011 = 
3.530 

≈ 2.047 Ct./kWh8.2 b€
about 9.7 b€
≈ 2.4 Ct./kWh Ct./kWh

2010 2011

1516.12.2010 André S. Estermann

Challenges: Negative price peaks (I)Challenges: Negative price peaks (I)
Day-ahead market 4 October 2009 between 2 am and 3 am

About 500 MWh additional market order volume would have 
driven market clearing price from 500 €/MWh down to the

1616.12.2010 André S. Estermann

driven market clearing price from -500 €/MWh down to the 
technical Power Exchange limit of -3,000 €/MWh.



Challenges: Negative price peaks (II)
Intraday market snapshot 4 October, 0:33 am for 2 to 3 am

Minimum bid at -5,000 €/MWh

Minimum transaction priceMinimum transaction price
at -1,500 €/MWh

1716.12.2010 André S. Estermann

Li itit ti lLimititation rules

2010
 Individual Limitation mechanisms used by the 4 TSO (according to AusglMechAV)
 Limitation only under exceptional circumstances possibleLimitation only under exceptional circumstances possible
 Max. 100h pro ½ year
So far limits had not any impact on the market price!

 Short term balancing possible by using the EEG-Reserve

2011ff.
 Standardized Limitation mechanism for all TSO (according to updated AusglMechAV)
 Limitation only possible in 2nd EPEX Auctiony p
 10 bid steps per TSO
 -150 to -350 €/MWh

1816.12.2010 André S. Estermann

 EEG-Reserve canceled!

Outlook on market integration of renewablesOutlook on market integration of renewables
German renewables development scenarios

year

Renewables 

share of 

electricity 

consumption

Electricity 

consumption

Resulting 

renewables 

production

Other 

scenarios

thereof 

wind

thereof 
solar

consumption

2008 15% 615 TWh* 92 TWh

2020 35%
554 TWh 
(-10% vs. 

2008)
194 TWh

217 TWh
111 GW

104 TWh 
46 GW

41 TWh
52 GW

2050 80%
461 TWh 
(-25% vs. 

2008)
369 TWh

534 TWh
260 GW

347 TWh
105 GW

104 TWh
120 GW

Document 1:
Energy concept 2010 of 
federal government

Document 2:
National action plan 
2010 for renewables

Document 3:
Scenario from
Umweltbundesamt 2010

1916.12.2010 André S. Estermann

*) Statistisches Bundesamt

federal government 2010 for renewables Umweltbundesamt 2010
(federal environmental agency, 
scenario with 100% renewables and
some imports)

O tl k k t i t ti f bl (II)Outlook on market integration of renewables (II)
Prerequisites for full integration

 Reinforcement of the grids

 Market development

 Integration of European markets
 Harmonisation of renewables support schemes in Europe Harmonisation of renewables support schemes in Europe
 Transparency and price signals
 Liquid intraday marketq y
 Well functioning balancing tools
 Contribution of renewables to ancillary services and balancing

 Additional energy storage facilities needed

2016.12.2010 André S. Estermann



ConclusionsConclusions
• Full integration of renewables – will in future only be achievable with 

further grid extension market development and additional storagefurther grid extension, market development and additional storage 
facilities.

• Renewables balancing – TSO face great challenges due to renewables• Renewables balancing – TSO face great challenges due to renewables 
feed-in characteristics. There is an urgent need for new tools.

• Liquidity – TSO have to manage liquidity needs from renewables support• Liquidity – TSO have to manage liquidity needs from renewables support 
scheme: credit lines, cash management, regulatory acceptance.

• Negative prices – For 2011 a successor rule for price limitations• Negative prices – For 2011 a successor rule for price limitations 
(§ 8 AusglMechAV) is needed. Reasonable negative prices create 
necessary price signals, while extreme prices must be avoided. 

• Market transparency – Bring market participants into a position to 
understand renewables impact on markets and new flexibility demands.

2116.12.2010 André S. Estermann

At th E dAt the End …

50Hertz keeps

the Lights On!

André S. Estermann
Marktentwicklung und Verfahrensgestaltung
50Hertz Transmission GmbH

2216.12.2010 André S. Estermann

andre.estermann@50hertz-transmission.net 
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Energi 21 strategy and work on Pump and Storage Demo 
and pilot plant 
 
Bjarne Børresen, Energy Norway 





Energi21
Energi21 sets out the desired course for research, development and 
demonstration of new technology for the 21st centurydemonstration of new technology for the 21st century.
The Energi21 initiative was launched with a mandate from the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Energy, which has now requested that the strategy be 
revised.
Efforts are currently underway in Energy21 to revamp the original strategyEfforts are currently underway in Energy21 to revamp the original strategy, 
giving it a more concrete, target‐oriented focus. A revised version is 
planned to be completed in the course of 2011.

Hydropower group ‐ highest priority project:

Pumped storage demonstration and 
pilot plantpilot plant

PS R&D challenges The need for a PS demo plantPS R&D challenges ‐ The need for a PS demo plant

Old New

Thermal dominated system

Diurnal cycling

Intermittent production

Stochastic cycling

System challenges
System modelling

Integration

Component challenges
Variable pumping power
Fl ibilit ( ti )

Operational  opportunities
Wind‐water scheduling

Integration
Type of support 
Storage requirements
Time scales

S t ti i ti

Flexibility (operating range)
Mode change time
Bus based control & protection

Scaling issues
Training
Accelerated life testing

System optimization

Why is PS a good idea
1. PS is the best technology for integration intermittent, renewable energygy g , gy

2. PS is the best technology for increased usage of storage for balancing 
power.

3 PS i ll i f h d d l3. PS is an excellent engine for hydropower development

4. PS  is an excellent engine for international R&D collaboration

5 PS gives increased knowledge about operation and maintenance of5. PS gives increased knowledge about  operation and maintenance of 
ordinary hydropower.

6. PS is an excellent driver for research driven education within 
h dhydropower

7. PS is an excellent platform for training of power plant personnel

8. PS can be an excellent ”grand challenge” project which can increase the8. PS can be an excellent  grand challenge  project which can increase the 
interest for hydropower among the youth

9. PS can spur the interest for hydropower in new scientific communities

10. PS promotes collaboration between power companies, academia and 
the research institutes

11. PS can be a partial answer to national bottleneck issues11. PS can be a partial answer to national bottleneck issues

X-challenge model

World solare challenge Example (RPT runner development)
Day ‐90: Nominate scientific comitee
Day    0: Competition rules are published
Day0‐5: International workshop: development of  
RPT runner.
Day 270: Submission of proposalsDay 270: Submission of proposals
Day 360: Internationonal workshop:  review of 
submissions  and jury decission
(select 3 finalists, to be built and tested in lab)
Day 540: International workshop – model test 
results , jury decission of winner.

O l f i it t ( h i d t i l )Open only for university teams (can have an industrial sponsor)
All geometries and computations freely available in public domain *)
All model test results  freely available in public domain *)

*) Possible to add condition that further development directly based on the public results must also be made available to the
public domain.
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Perspectives on Hydro Power’s Role to 
l l d blBalance non‐Regulated Renewable 

Power Production in Northern Europep

R fl ti E I iti tiReflections on European Initiatives

Dusseldorf 15‐16 Dec 2010

Dr. Petter Støa
Research Director

SINTEF Energy ResearchSINTEF Energy Research

SET PlanDrivers
Climate Change EU InfrastructureClimate Change
Security og Supply
Economic Recovery
Innovation

Power/ Gas / CCS
1000 million Euro
Priority connections

Themes
PV

North Sea
...

Wind
Bio
CCS
SmartGrids
... North Sea Countries

Grid Initiative

EII
SET Plan Themes

EERA
SET Plan Themes

MOU
Policy/ Market/ Regulation

Grid Initiatives
Roadmaps

J i t P i

Large Tech Research Institutes
R&D Roadmap

North
Sea Grid

Interconnections

Joint Programming
JU/ TP/ JTI/ EIT‐KIC
FP8

UK I

Sea Grid

Split ? Or One Issue?

EU

N

D
E

National and/or EUNational and/or EU
Europe UK Norway Germany
Commision
Regulators
Entso‐E

Goverment
DECC
Ofgem

Goverment
OED
NVE

...

... National Grid
...

Statnett
Produsenter
...

UK Business Case
(ex SKM report)
Interconnections

N Business Case
Interconnections

North Sea Grid
Renewable Directive
Security of Supply

Renewable Directive
North Sea Grid
Green Sertificates

Balancing
Norway
Ireland
Iceland
Netherland/...
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Perspectives on hydropower’s role to balance non-regulatedPerspectives on hydropower s role to balance non regulated 
renewable power production in Northern Europa

Hans Olav Ween Energy Norway CEDREN WS 15 16 12 2010Hans Olav Ween, Energy Norway - CEDREN WS 15. – 16.12.2010

Reflections on the way forward (1)y ( )

• Who will finance the investments?
• 20 GW by 2030 28 cables of 700 MW (NorNed)• 20 GW by 2030 – 28 cables of 700 MW (NorNed)
• Total cost of appr. 16 bill. euro
• In addition internal grid and production investments are needed.

• What are the price consequences ?
• In the wholesale and retail markets
• Network charges for producers and consumers.Network charges for producers and consumers.
• How is industrial competiveness influenced?

• How shall costs and benefits be allocatedHow shall costs and benefits be allocated
• Who takes the investment risk and who reaps the benefit. 

• Do we have the necessary governmental and regulatory support in andDo we have the necessary governmental and regulatory support in and 
between countries, do we need it and how can we achieve it?

Reflections on the way forward (2)

Procurement issues• Procurement issues
• Cable and converter production capacity
• Cable ships• Cable ships

• Technical issues
Ramping and voltage issues• Ramping and voltage issues

• Conventional HVDC or VSC technology
• Environmental issues• Environmental issues

• Building new transmission lines
• New regulation of waterways and reservoirs• New regulation of waterways and reservoirs

• Market design and commercial business issues
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Summing up the workshop 
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1

Summing upSumming up
► It is more flexibility in the German system than previously 

expectedexpected
►Don’t forget the politics
►Many storage techniques under development►Many storage techniques under development
►Good payback in cable investments and still lower prices 

in Norway than in Europe when surplus production and 
not too many cables

►Flexibility at different time scales. New markets needed
►A il bl d lli t l f b l i i t lti l►Available modelling tools for balancing services at multiple 

time scales
►Supergrid may be very valuable in a “science fiction”►Supergrid may be very valuable in a science fiction  

future. Storage needs may then be reduced. Requires 
European energy politics

2

Summing upSumming up

►100 % renewable Germany by 2050: Cheapest and most►100 % renewable Germany by 2050: Cheapest and most 
secure to use Norwegian hydro

►Southern Norway can technically provide 30 GW pumped►Southern Norway can technically provide 30 GW pumped 
storage for 5 days (80 GW for 24 hours)

►Full integration of renewables requires grid reinforcements►Full integration of renewables requires grid reinforcements, 
market development and additional storage

►Pumped turbine pilot – careful in the way this is marketedp p y
►European perspective – North Sea grid – interconnections
►20 GW + 28 cables: Financing, prices, how fast ?►20 GW  28 cables: Financing, prices, how fast ?

3

Discussion I
►North Sea Grid – problem or solution?

 Additional power lines over land in GermanyAdditional power lines over land in Germany
 No need for pumping for the first 10 GW between Norway and 

Germany

►Multinational (European) or bilateral (Norway-Germany)?
►100 % renewable will not happen, but a system strongly 

dependent on renewable energy is very likely
►Germany and Norway can show how things can be done
►Changes in German price formation will also impact other 

countries
►Fi d t t f i h t th f►Fixed contracts for gas pipes – why not the same for 

power cables? A lot to learn from the gas negociations

4

Discussion IIDiscussion II
►Address the issue at a high political level – show 

h ll f 2030 d 20 0 M k E k N !challenges for 2030 and 2050. Make Europe ask Norway!
 Bring the money back to the end users, local society, etc

►E t f 2050 i 2011►Expert group for 2050 energy in 2011
►Trade-off between economics, environment, policy – a 

larger picturelarger picture



5 6

7Norwegian hydropower –
the rechargeable batter forthe rechargeable battery for 
Europe
► Energy storage and balancing from 

Norwegian hydropower reservoirs to Europe

Visions:Norwegian hydro – the green rechargeable battery for Europe
Germany 100 per cent renewable by 2050

Topics for further R&D:
► Market: How to design and develop markets?
► P liti EU N G RES di ti ll b ti► Politics: EU, Norway, Germany, RES-directive, collaborations 

between countries, governmental and regulatory support
► Technology: Pumped storage, tunnels, cables, gridgy p g , , , g
► Environm.: Impacts in reservoirs, power line corridors, sub-sea
► Society: Public acceptance, compensations, tourism, aesthetics –

l l d ti llocal and national
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Further workFurther work

►Workshop in the UK►Workshop in the UK
►Workshop in Brussels ?
►Di i f t b ti d ? (YES !)►Discussion forum – to be continued ? (YES !)
► Include governmental bodies and politicians ?
►D i li d h tli►Design applied research program - outline

 Market, technology, environment, policy, society
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